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is‥ explained‥with‥ an‥ example‥based‥upon‥our‥ experience‥ of‥
actual‥projects.‥The‥first‥viewpoint‥ is‥about‥ the‥ importance‥of‥




viewpoint‥ is‥about‥the‥ importance‥of‥making‥a‥concrete‥ image‥
of‥ the‥ future‥vision‥of‥ the‥ local‥community.‥ In‥ this‥ respect,‥ a‥
report‥ is‥given‥about‥a‥method‥of‥ translating‥the‥ future‥vision‥
of‥ the‥ local‥ community‥ into‥ a‥ story.‥The‥ final‥ viewpoint‥ is‥
about‥ the‥ importance‥of‥drawing‥a‥ roadmap‥ in‥ the‥planning‥
stage‥ for‥ implementing‥multiple‥measures‥ in‥a‥cross-sectorial‥
manner‥under‥ an‥overarching‥ strategy.‥For‥ this,‥ a‥ report‥ is‥
given‥about‥a‥method‥of‥exploring‥ landscape-related‥measures‥
for‥ the‥enhancement‥of‥ local‥economy‥ from‥a‥comprehensive‥
perspective,‥taking‥advantage‥of‥regional‥landscape‥development.
